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AUS President Kat Aquino aims
for versatility over perfection
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19
////
LEARN ABOUT STAYING SAFE ON CAMPUS
12 P.M. @ UBC BOOKSTORE
Go to the UBC Bookstore to get learned on Blue Phones,
Safewalk and bike locks! Transit cops will be there, too!

Starting her second year of presidency, Kat Aquino finds herself well-equipped to tackle the issues facing the faculty.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21
////
TREASURED BULB SALE
11 A.M. TO 3 P.M. @ UBC BOTANICAL GARDENS
Go absolutely wild and buy some rare rhizomes, uncommon
tubers or seldom-seen seeds! All the proceeds support the
UBC Botanical Gardens!

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 26
////
PUPPET SLAM: THE FAST AND THE FURRIEST
7TO 9 P.M. @ MUSEUM OF ANTHROPOLOGY
Bear witness to history in the making as MOA presents its
first-ever Puppet Slam! Plenty of puppeteers will perform!

ON THE COVER
COVER BY
Salomon Micko Benrimoh

Want to see more events or see your event listed here?
ubyssey.ca/events
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Features Editor

Deep in Buchanan D, cardboard
boxes, broken chairs and
graduation photos from years gone
by clutter a room that could only
be described as multipurpose. A
conference table dominates the
limited floor space, forcing you to
sidle along the wall to get to the
head of the table, where a woman
sits, typing furiously. You wouldn't
be blamed for not knowing this
room is the office space of the Arts
Undergraduate Society and for
not knowing that the woman at
its head is named Kat Aquino, an
elected representative of 13,000
UBC students.
Entering her second
year as president of the Arts
Undergraduate Society (AUS) and
fifth year as a cognitive systems
major, Aquino finds herself in
a situation unfamiliar to most
student politicians: comfortable.
With a year of presidency under
her belt — as well as a year of
volunteering and time as an AUS
executive — Aquino finds herself
well versed in the relationships
and structure of the faculty society,
particularly in regards to its larger
counterpart: the AMS.
"It's very much [a] parentchild sort of relationship. We go to
them for advice and are able to get
support from them, whenever we
need," Aquino said.
Beyond allowing Aquino and
the rest of the AUS executives to
branch beyond the Buchanans, the
societies also find themselves tasked
with representing huge groups with
diverse interests and concerns.
Whereas the AMS attempts to
represent the interests of about
50,000 undergraduates at UBC,
the AUS represents 13,000 of those
students.
Both societies are known for
their poor voter turnout, with
the AMS often not being able to
reach quorum at its annual general
meeting. The AUS finds itself even
less representative, with the 2019
AUS general election having a
turnout of just over 1,200 students
or 9.6 per cent of the vote.
Even with this lower turnout,
though, Aquino expressed the
importance of being confident in
the actions she takes as president.
"I still feel like I can represent
the needs of a larger student

population because I have cared
to understand, from different
perspectives, what the arts
experience is like. And although
I wasn't voted in by all fifteen
thousand people ... [and] I didn't
get 100 per cent of the votes of the
people who did vote, I think I care
enough to understand that being in
arts has different nuances."
As Aquino spoke more about
what representing the faculty meant
to her, the cramped boardroom fell
away from her. She was back in the
Chan Centre on Imagine Day, trying
to instill the idea of a faculty that is
also a community to thousands of
incoming first-year arts students.
"It is difficult... [but] I do think
there are inherent things in being
an arts student that don't change,"
she said.
"We get made fun of the most,
I think is fair to say. And also the
belief, not just from our peers but
from our parents and from other
people in our family, that having
an arts degree isn't the most useful
thing to have. I don't think that that
necessarily changes from each little
pocket of study."
The difficulties that come along
with trying to represent a huge,
varied group of people don't stop
with finding a connecting thread in
the group's history. You also have
to figure out that group's wants
and needs, especially when you're
spending their money.
The AUS has a budget of
around $180,000, much of which
comes from the $13 student fee
paid yearly by arts undergrads.
The AUS's big project right now is
the Arts Student Centre, though
Aquino was hesitant to pin the
undergrad society to just this
one cause. For the returning AUS
president, providing better mental
health support to arts students is a
promise she intends to keep.
"The reason that I wanted
to continue being president
was pushing for better mental
health services ... [To] create
more awareness in the faculty of
arts office of what sorts of needs
students have."
Reflecting on her previous year
at the helm of the faculty society,
Aquino felt she was spread too thin,
having "spent too much time doing
other things."
Now, she said, is the time for
her to ensure the AUS is actively
engaging the faculty of arts

ELIZABETH WANG

administration on issues of mental
health resources and awareness.
"I don't think I would be happy
with graduating if I don't feel like
I've made any progress, and making
the dean aware and more professors
aware of the power that they have in
shaping how students feel in their
classrooms and feel like they can
handle the academic work that we
are expected to do," she said.
"I understand that on the
faculty level, projects like this take
years and years and years. But it
is something that I'm wanting
to push the ball forward... But if
there's a timeline that's created, I
would be so happy and I think that
would make me feel like I've done
something for other people."
In particular, Aquino believes
inthe importance of building
support systems into the learning
environments a first-year arts
student inhabits, something that
could be best addressed by the
professor of a 100-level course.
"I can speak from my personal
perspective that, if my professor [in]
first year had said, 'It's okay if you're
struggling, let us know,' I would have
had a different experience... I think
I took it way too seriously, as first
years tend to do, [in] that you're just
like, 'I am a failure if I don't get an A
in my class,' because that's how you
are in high school."
Reflecting on her year as
president of the AUS, Aquino
believes inthe importance of the
relationship she helped to build
between the undergraduate society
and faculty administration.
"We sit in a really weird place
in being able to advocate to the
faculty ... I've been trying to build
a good relationship with the
faculty over the past year that I've
been president, making it clear
how that kind of student-faculty
relationship can exist, because it
was very fake before."
Aquino closed out the interview
with a simple message to her
constituents, as well as UBC students
at large: neither she nor any other
student politician or leader is perfect.
"I want to say that the most
successful people on campus also
have their own issues and struggles.
And we don't talk about it, because
it's part of the human ego to not
want to talk about your struggles...
But yet, I failed a ton of classes.
"I'm not the president because...
I'm this perfect person." '21
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Despite vandalism, students erect Lennon Walls for Hong Kong protesters

EMMALIVINGSTONE

The walls are based on the original John Lennon Wall in Prague and have since spread
across the globe. Photo taken July 31.
Gabriel Robinson-Leith
Contributor

As controversy surrounding the
Hong Kong extradition bill makes
its way to UBC, much of the debate
is happening on Post-it Notes.
UBC students protesting the
extradition bill found that their
displays were being repeatedly
torn down and replaced with
threats. Similar events at Simon
Fraser University made headlines
after its student society acted to
prevent walls of messages from
being vandalized.
Originally proposed in
February 2019, the Fugitive
Offenders Ordinance allows
authorities from mainland China
to file extradition requests to Hong
Kong, Macau and Taiwan. It was
written after Hong Kong resident
Chan Tong-kai admitted to killing
his girlfriend in Taiwan, but
could not be prosecuted because
Taiwanese police lacked the means
to extradite him for trial.
But despite cases like these,
many people in Hong Kong fear
the bill could infringe on its

judicial independence and allow
China to silence government
dissenters by extraditing them to be
tried in China.
China has a long history of
punishing activists. Liu Xiaobo,
for example, received the Nobel
Peace Prize in 2010 for his struggle
for human rights in China, but
was incarcerated at the time of the
ceremony and died a few weeks
after being released from prison on
medical parole.
ACTIVISM ON CAMPUS

Christina, a PhD student from
Hong Kong who helped put up
the posters at UBC, requested
anonymity to protect her from
hostile reactions to her activism.
She explained that the displays
are a part of a larger movement for
peace called Lennon Walls.
"It started in 2014 in Hong
Kong where during the occupation
movement, people put sticky
notes on one of the walls in the
government building just writing
encouraging words, or their wishes
for democracy on this wall, and

it became this symbol for really
peaceful protest," said Christina.
The walls are based on the
original Lennon Wall in Prague,
erected as a symbol for peace
following the death of John
Lennon in 1980, and have since
spread across the globe.
With no such wall at UBC,
Christina and her friends began
printing posters with information
on the Hong Kong protests and
posting them on pillars around the
Nest. But it wasn't long before she
noticed they were disappearing.
"We're really disappointed because
they got taken down, within hours
usually, especially if [they were]
somewhere obvious, and it is quite
apparent that only those posters
were taken down," she explained.
While Alex Yeung, a
postdoctoral researcher in forestry,
expected the posters to be torn
down, he was discouraged to see
this response at UBC.
"I think that freedom of
speech, freedom of expressions, is
something that a lot of Canadians
believe in, and on campus as well,
this is the place to learn, the place
to learn from each other, especially
learn from issues and mistakes,"
said Yeung.
As days passed, shorter
messages of support for Hong
Kong in both Chinese and English
were posted on Lennon Walls
around campus. But alongside
notes that, when translated, read
"For humanity, for kindness, for
Hong Kong," "True Universal
Suffrage" and "China loves Hong
Kong," there also appeared
messages that criticized — and in
some cases threatened — Hong
Kong protesters. Some translated
messages include "Would you
rather be Britain's dog than
China's?" and "Spare the rod,
spoil the child." A third calls the
protesters "Hong Kong poison," a
term used to slur separatists.
In an emailed statement to
The Ubyssey, Campus Security
acknowledged the messages and
asked students to put aside their
differences and talk to one another.
"As we welcome students to
campus, we, and other universities
across Canada and around the
world, are mindful of tensions in
Hong Kong," reads the statement.
"While we understand that there
are strong feelings on both sides
regarding Hong Kong and China, we
encourage all members [of] the UBC
community to maintain open lines of
dialogue and engage in constructive
debate."
MORE THAN A TWO-SIDED
ISSUE

According to data that The
Ubyssey received from a Freedom
of Information request in early
2019, UBC has over 6,000 students
from China enrolled between its
two campuses. As a result, there
are diverse views on the issue,
but many agree that the subject is
uncomfortable to talk about.
For example, when contacted
by The Ubyssey, the Chinese
Student Association declined
to comment because it didn't
want to misrepresent the various
backgrounds and perspectives of
its members.
Nick, a fourth-year economics
student who also asked for

@YSKEVINHUANG/TWITTER

A Lennon Wall in the Life Building displaying messages both supporting and criticizing
the Hong Kong protestors. Photo taken August 28.

anonymity to prevent backlash
from his family and community,
was raised by parents from
mainland China, but he grew
up in Taiwan and identifies as
Chinese-American.
He said that because the
Hong Kong extradition bill is so
controversial among Chinese
people, he tends to avoid the
subject altogether.
"My family has already
considered not talking about
politics because to be honest it's
considered really polarizing, and
people get very argumentative
about it," he said.
Nick explained that for some
Chinese people — both back home
and on campus — opposition to
the Hong Kong protesters is about
preserving China's reputation,
especially when it comes to
respect for "law and order."
"After ... a very long time
of humiliation from other
global powers, they are sort of
more sensitive to how other
communities perceived them.
They want to be perceived as
strong and united, and become
the new hegemony of the global
community," said Nick.
But Jinhua Yip, a fourth-year
international relations student
who grew up in Shanghai, said
that culturally Chinese people
tend to be quite apolitical.
"The prevailing opinion
appears to be indifference, I'd
say, because there's no Facebook
or Google or western media
in China. It's all locked, and
most people receive their news
through state media," said Yip. "...
Your family tells you to focus on
your studies and not worry about
politics."
That said, he also said the
Chinese state media contains a
lot of misinformation and antiwestern sentiment that turns its
people against the protests.
"They say that the protesters
are disrupting daily life in Hong
Kong and [that] they're in the
wrong," said Yip. "I've heard a lot
of Chinese people talking, 'It's
sponsored by the CIA. They're
funded by the Americans.' And
they actually believe this because

it is what the state media reports
... and it is kind of hard to argue
against people."
LIGHTING A FIRE'

On September 4, Hong Kong
Chief Executive Carrie Lam
announced plans to withdraw
the controversial extradition
bill. But calls for an inquiry into
police brutality and the release
of residents jailed during the
protests went unanswered.
"The mainstream thought
of Hong Kong protesters is that
Carrie Lam's announcement of
withdrawal of the extradition bill
is too little, too late ... we hope
people won't be misled to believe
that the Hong Kong government
has made a huge concession to the
protesters and that the protesters
should treat it as a victory," wrote
Christina and Yeung in a joint
statement to The Ubyssey.
As protests persist, Nick
worries their controversial nature
is driving Chinese communities
apart, but he does think they
might spur the Chinese and Hong
Kong governments into taking
further action.
"This Hong Kong incident
might sort of light a fire under the
officials' behinds [because] it is
probably to their greatest benefit
to actually solve the issue as soon
as possible," said Nick.
"This is something I believe
that would define the next
generation of Chinese people,"
he added. "Is it justified to have a
more authoritarian government
for ... prosperity? Or should we
pursue liberty?"
As for UBC, Christina believes
that open dialogue between both
sides is the only way to move
forward.
"I think we have the right to
express our opinions, and tell people
our versions of our stories. And if
they disagree with our versions, I
think they should post other posters
with their views, or even have a
debate, just openly," she said.
"Have a conversation instead
of just taking it down." U
— with files firom Henry Anderson.
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2019 Academic Experience Survey shows increased
SASC use, financial insecurity among students
Andrew Ha
Contributor

The AMS has released the results
of its 2019 Academic Experience
Survey (AES) which was conducted
in collaboration with the research
firm Insights West. Similar to
previous years, the AMS polled
students on their UBC experience,
finances, housing, discrimination,
opinions of the AMS and other
topics.
According to the results, students
continue to lack confidence in how
the AMS spends student fees, but
view the society favourably. Despite
being generally less financially
secure, students are also satisfied
overall with their university
experience.
Notably, the AMS did not include
any questions on transportation this
year as they had in previous years.
"We do have a lot of question
sets that we turn off and only ask
every couple of years to keep the
survey pretty condensed so we don't
have survey exhaustion," said Julia
Burnham, AMS VP academic and
university affairs.
This year, the AES report
separates graduate student data
from undergraduates. The Ubyssey
focused on undergrad data for this
recap.
DEMOGRAPHICS
According to this year's report,
2,926 students participated inthe
survey. This is down from last year's
numbers of 3,023 respondents.
"Three thousand was our goal
and we were just shy, unfortunately,"
said Burnham. However, she claimed
that the Undergraduate Experience
Survey, the "hegemonic" equivalent
run by the university, only received
around 500 more responses.
Just over a quarter of
respondents were graduate
students, a seven per cent increase
since graduate students were first
included in the survey in 2017.

Q

This marks the first year when
gender options beyond 'male,'
'female' and 'other' were added. One
per cent of respondents identified
as non-binary or gender queer, and
less than one per cent identified as
two-spirit.
Burnham explained this would
help with cross tabulations that
show how certain demographics
intersect.
As with previous years, more
women responded than men — 54
per cent compared to 44 per cent.
The survey saw the largest
queer-identifying respondent pool
since 2015 with 13 per cent surveyed
answering they were lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender, pansexual or
asexual.
Ethnically, 28 per cent of
respondents identified as Chinese,
4 per cent less than in 2018 and the
smallest percentage in the past five
years.
LIVING THE WEST COAST
LIFESTYLE'
One in two students rated the AMS
favourably. However, one in three
students distrust the AMS with its
finances, a statistic Burnham called
"unacceptable." This comes despite
agreement with the statement "I
trust the AMS to spend my money
wisely" increasing by three per cent
since last year.
Confidence in the AMS to
represent students' academic and
financial needs to the university saw
similar increases, ten and seven per
cent respectively.
When asked about UBC, 70
per cent were satisfied with their
university experience.
Ninety-one per cent said they
chose UBC because of its "good
overall reputation." Down the list,
58 per cent cited the "west coast
lifestyle." What exactly that means
is left for respondents to decide.
"I think the west coast lifestyle
is whatever you make it to be,"

Thirteen per cent of women
reported experiencing sexual
misconduct by someone outside
the UBC community and eight per
cent by a UBC community member.
These numbers are noticeably
higher than the four and three per
cent reported by male respondents.
However, only 48 per cent of
students said they were concerned
about the "prevalence of sexual
assault at UBC." Burnham
argued that this issue is far from
unimportant.
"We know that people are
concerned about it because this is
an issue that everyone should be
concerned about, frankly," she said.
"So knowing how many people
are doesn't really add fuel to the
urgency of the work that we already
feel."
After last year's incident — when
the AMS cut funding to the Sexual
Assault Support Centre (SASC)
and then reversed the decision
shortly after — this year, 89 per cent
of respondents were aware of the
support service. This constitutes
a six per cent increase that brings
awareness back to 2017 levels.
Of those who used SASC, 61 per
cent said it was "significantly" or
"somewhat" helpful, 11 per cent
more than the previous year.
Burnham said this reflects
SASC's increased outreach,
including annual training for

2019
Non-binary/
gender queer
1%

54% 57%

41%

SASC OUTSHINES SVPRO

Just over half of UBC students are women. A small proportion
identify as non-binary or two-spirit. Gender representation has not
significantly changed over the past few years.

Gender

44%

said Burnham. "I come from the
east coast and there's definitely a
different pace of life in a city on the
east coast versus a Vancouver[-like]
city."
Six in ten students reported
feeling a sense of belonging to the
campus community, but 57 per
cent said they had experienced
discrimination at UBC. A 36 per
cent plurality reported undergoing
racial discrimination and 32 per
cent said they had faced genderbased discrimination.
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Other
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UBC's fraternities.
"I think [its increased
awareness] demonstrates the
conversations happening about
SASC last year, and how more
students have more than just a logo
that they were aware of," she said.
"There's been so many more people
who've been exposed to SASC in
more of a[n] education way rather
than the support services way."
SASC's awareness was greater
than that of the university's service,
the Sexual Violence Prevention
and Response Office (SVPRO),
which UBC established in 2018
in accordance with Policy 131
on Sexual Assault and Other
Sexual Misconduct. 77 per cent of
respondents knew about SVPRO
and 49 per cent found it helpful.
Although SVPRO awareness
has increased eight per cent and
helpfulness nine per cent since 2017,
Burnham attributed the marked
difference between SASC and
SVPRO figures to SVPRO's youth
and institutional ties.
"I think the newness really is a
contributor to the levels of relevant
distrust that we see in SVPRO, but
as well, [it's] recognizing that that's
an institutional space," she said.
"There's still a lot of work to be
done by the university to make sure
that they are being accountable to
survivors and to the review process
upcoming for policy 131." "I think
that there's a lot of potential with
SVPRO to really be able to be a
space that survivors have choice
and they can choose where they
want to go."
HOUSING AND TEXTBOOKS
EMPTY POCKETS
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2,926 students participated in the survey. This is down from last year's numbers of 3,023
respondents.
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This marks the first year when gender options beyond 'male,' 'female' and 'other' were added.

Fifty-seven per cent of students
agreed that they can manage their
own finances, marking a six per
cent drop since last year. One
in five students agreed with the
statement "I might need to abandon
my studies at UBC due to financial

reasons," a figure that is at its
highest since 2015.
Among grad students, 85 per
cent responded they received
financial reward "directly from
UBC," an increase of 9 per cent from
2017.
Forty-four per cent of students
indicated that they struggle
financially with housing. Three
per cent said they currently lack
"adequate nighttime residence,"
an all-time low for this question.
However, Burnham said she
questions data on adequate
overnight housing, which she
defined as having "somewhere to
sleep that is safe with a roof over
your head, and you know you can go
to every single night."
"We've always been a little
bit hesitant about this particular
data," she said. "Just because we're
unsure if all the respondents truly
understood in previous years what
that meant."
Textbooks continue to be a
financial hardship, with students
paying a mean of $829 and a median
of $4 00 a year.
Students have found various
workarounds. Four in five students
have gone without an assigned
textbook because "it didn't seem
useful." Eighty-eight per cent have
used open educational resources
(OERs) instead of traditional
textbooks, and seventy-seven
per cent have used an outdated
textbook version. Sixty-one per cent
of respondents have "accessed a
textbook or other course resource
illegally from sources other than the
UBC Bookstore."
"Students are becoming a bit
more savvy on the sort of history
and context of textbook prices,
and then what solutions are out
there in the world to combat
them," said Burnham. " [They're]
becoming really better advocates for
themselves around textbooks." 'ffl
A recap on graduate student data will
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Letter from the section: Stay
informed on the federal
election with The Ubyssey

ZUBAIR HIRJ

Now that the writ is dropped, eligible voters to check that they're registered to vote.
Sarah Zhao
Contributor

The letter was co-signed by 48 student associations representing roughly900,000 post-secondary students.

WCHELCHEANC

The AMS joins student
unions across Canada
to lobby federal parties
on student issues
Marissa Birnie
Contributor

In anticipation of the upcoming
federal election, the AMS and
student unions across Canada have
published a letter calling on the
federal parties to address student
concerns as part of their campaign
platforms.
The National Student Letter
asks the parties to deliver on issues
including affordability, jobs and
support for Indigenous students.
The letter was co-signed by 48
student associations representing
roughly 900,000 post-secondary
students.
"The federal election is such a
critical opportunity to ensure that
student voices are heard," said
AMS VP External Cristina Ilnitchi.
"If governments want to win,
if they want to be successful this
election, they have to speak to
young Canadians [and] they have to
speak to student issues."
In particular, the student
groups are inviting the parties to
take action by eliminating interest
on federal student loans and
increasing post-secondary grants.
Second, they're asking for better
work opportunities that include a
pathway to permanent residency
for international students.
The third priority is to end what
the letter refers to as the "backlog"

of Indigenous students who
face barriers to post-secondary
education due to a lack of funding.
"We will be voting with these
commitments, based on important
student priorities, in mind," the
letter reads.
Student groups hope to leverage
the youth vote in a year where
Canadians under 35 will make up
the country's biggest age group of
voters, representing 37 per cent of
the electorate.
The BC Federation of Students
(BCFS), which represents 13
student unions — excluding the
AMS — published a report which
outlines the shifting demographic
trends that will put young voters in
a powerful position come election
day.
According to Elections Canada,
youth voter turnout increased by
18.3 per cent among voters aged 18
to 24 in 2015.
BCFS Chairperson Tanysha
Klassen hopes these statistics will
counteract the media narrative of
the apathetic young voter.
"We're really trying to cut
through... those stereotypes, and
show that there's actually data to
support this," they said.
Ilnitchi said the letter received
a "generally supportive" response
from the Liberal and NDP parties.
The Ubyssey reached out to
the Liberal, NDP, Green and

Conservative parties for comment,
but did not receive a response by
press time.
"Students are engaged more
than ever. They want to vote,
and the AMS is really excited to
support increased youth voter
turnout and use that momentum
to push our asks hard when
we start working with the new
government," Ilnitchi said.
But now that the federal
election campaign is officially
underway, student leaders are
also working to mobilize voters on
campus.
The AMS is gearing up for its
UBC Votes 2019 campaign to help
students navigate their voting
options come October 21. Besides
posters, classroom announcements
and debate viewing parties, there
will be a dedicated polling booth in
the Nest administered by Elections
Canada.
From October 5 to 9, students,
staff and faculty can vote at the
polling station regardless of where
in the country their home riding is.
"Our focus right now is to
ensure that every single student
that is eligible to vote can go vote,"
said Ilnitchi.
"Young people do vote," said
Klassen. "When young people get
together, they can make a lot of
noise and they can really make a
difference." 'ffl

If you've glanced at some headlines
on your phone lately you've probably
seen something about the writ being
dropped.
A writ is a formal order
instructing an election officer in a
single electoral district to call an
election to elect a member of the
federal Parliament. There are in fact
338 writs, one for each riding in the
country, that are released after the
prime minister asks the governor
general to dissolve Parliament. On
September 11, Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau asked Governor General
Julie Payette to dissolve Parliament,
kicking off the most exciting time
in Canadian politics: the federal
election campaign.
Now that the writ is dropped,
eligible voters should check if they're
registered to vote. Canadian citizens
who are at least 18 years old should
already be registered in the National
Register of Electors. But it's always
a good idea to check so you don't
encounter any issues on election
day, particularly if you're an out-of-

province voter. Elections Canada has
an online registration service where
voters can check their registration
or update their address. You must be
registered in order to vote. While you
can register at the polls, registering
in advance means you'll get a voter
information card in the mail that tells
you where, when and how to vote.
This will include on-campus polling
stations run by Elections Canada.
To find out what riding you're
in, you can type in your postal code
at Elections Canada's website. This
will not only tell your riding, but also
who the candidates are.
After you've checked your
registration and your riding, stay
up to date with the election by
following our coverage. Whether
you are a first-time voter or a
seventh-year political science major,
The Ubyssey is here to help you
navigate the news. From debate
coverage to candidate profiles and
explainers on hot-topic issues, we'll
be here breaking down the news
that matters to students, 'ffl
Got a topic you want us to dive into?
Email us at news@ubyssey.ca.
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UBC considering new interdisciplinary neuroscience program
Kevin Jiang
Contributor

A new interdisciplinary
neuroscience program between
the faculties of science, arts and
medicine is in the making. The
working group that has been
developing the new bachelor's
of science — which was first
proposed by students in the UBC
neuroscience club — is currently
seeking feedback from UBC's
student body.
A survey was disseminated to
UBC's life sciences students on
September 5 to gauge interest in
the program. Survey questions
asked about students' opinions
of the program, whether they
would have taken the program if
given the option, as well as general
demographic questions. It cited
the rapid growth of the field of
neuroscience as the catalyst which
led to the program's proposal.
According to the survey,
in addition to learning the
fundamentals of neuroscience,
students will be able to tailor
their degrees according to their
interests after their second year.
However, they would be advised
to concentrate their coursework
in either cellular and molecular
neuroscience or behavioural and
cognitive neuroscience.
"The program will also include
opportunities for co-op learning,
and a requirement of community-

based experiential learning," the
survey read.
Dr. Steven Barnes — senior
instructor, associate head of
undergraduate affairs in the
department of psychology and one
of the faculty members who have
been overseeing the creation of this
program throughout the past year —
affirmed that allowing opportunities
to gain work experience is a priority
for the program.
"[We are] very concerned about
students getting experience in the
lab, and also outside of the lab... We
also want to make sure that there
is some exposure of students to
clinical neuroscience," said Barnes.
According to the survey, UBC
hosts over 110 faculty members
in neuroscience-related research,
spanning the three faculties of arts,
science and medicine.
"There's a long history of
collaborations with arts and
sciences but also arts and medicine
... I think it's really an advantage
to tap into the research that's
happening in all three faculties
and the broad expertise there,"
said Dr. Sara Harris, associate dean
academic of the faculty of science,
regarding the interdisciplinary
aspect of the program.
Barnes estimated that the
program will be ready by the
winter of 2021. However, he
emphasized that it is currently
too early to tell when the exact
completion date will be.

Barnes estimated that the program will be ready by the winter of 2021.

"It is still very early days for this
program proposal. The curriculum
isn't even fully defined yet as
we need student and industry
feedback before we can work out
those aspects of the program," he
wrote in an email to The Ubyssey.

According to Barnes, the
program will need approval from
the BC Ministry of Advanced
Education, UBC's Science
Curriculum Committee and UBC
Senate before being implemented.
Given that, there may be changes
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before the program is available.
"It's going to be an exciting
opportunity. The fields that
are really critical in human
society are always changing, and
currently, neuroscience is one of
those areas," said Harris.

LIKE TURF IN R A I N / /

Thunderbots take top spot in 2019 RoboCup

COURTESY UBCTHUNDERBOTS

Each robot is about the size and shape of a paint can, and uses a golf ball in lieu of the soccer ball that a human team would use.
James Vogl
Science Editor

UBC's autonomous soccerplaying robot design team earned
international recognition this
summer with its first-ever firstplace finish in the annual RoboCup

tournament, held this year in
Sydney, Australia.
The Thunderbots took the top
spot in its division of the small size
league, which pits teams of six
robots against teams from other
universities around the world.
Each robot is about the size

and shape of a paint can, and
uses a golf ball in lieu of the
soccer ball that a human team
would use. They use a t-shaped
electromagnetic plunger to shoot
the ball, a small wedge at the front
of the robot to chip the ball over
other robots and a rubber cylinder

called a "dribbler" to give the ball
backspin and make it easier to
maneuver with the robot.
On top of every robot is an
array of coloured dots that acts as
a "fingerprint" and during games
an array of overhead cameras
tracks the position of every robot
on the field as well as the ball. This
data is all fed back to the software
each team is running during the
game, which directs the responses
of individual robots without any
input from team members — in
fact, teams can be penalized for
touching their computers while
play is occurring.
The software coordinates the
movements of the robots based
on a hierarchy of three different
directions: actions, tactics and plays.
Actions comprise a single output
like dribbling or kicking. Tactics
emerge from combinations of
actions, creating a distinct role like
goalie or striker for different robots.
Plays coordinate all the robots on
the field to execute something like a
corner kick or a kickoff.
One of the things that makes
RoboCup unique among design
team competitions is that teams
can update their code during
timeouts or in between games
based on what they are seeing in a
particular match.
"There's actually multiple
games over several days, there's
a round robin and then playoffs,
so you have a lot more time
to iterate and improve and it
doesn't feel like you're under so
much pressure," said Mathew
MacDougall, a fourth-year
computer engineering student
and one of the team's co-captains.

That unique characteristic can
make for dramatic performance
changes over the course of a
tournament. "Ifyou watch our first
game versus our last one, it's like
night and day," said Evan Morcom, a
fourth-year mechanical engineering
student and team co-captain.
While the tournament takes
place over the course of a few
days, the Thunderbots' journey to
the top spot in its division was a
whirlwind, with the team playing
their quarterfinal, semifinal and
final matches all within the span
of six hours.
Their final game went to double
overtime and the winning point
came off a triple pass that split a
pair of defenders in the last ten
seconds of play. "When we actually
scored and won, it was completely
incredible," said MacDougall.
Now that the team has a firstplace RoboCup title to their name,
both MacDougall and Morcom
would like to see it expand into
the 11 v. 11 division of the small
size league, a leap that would
demand much more complex
software development.
They would also like to
see the Thunderbots take on
a mentorship role for local
fledgling RoboCup teams. There
are currently only two such teams
in Canada, but MacDougall and
Morcom see the opportunities it
provides as a valuable supplement
to course work in engineering or
computer science.
"It's good experience to be
more like the real world in an
engineering firm where you have
all the different disciplines working
together," said MacDougall. M
'
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Dinos thrash Thunderbirds at Homecoming
Salomon Micko Benrimoh
Sports Editor

For the UBC Thunderbirds
football team, Saturday's
Homecoming loss to bitter rivals
University of Calgary Dinos was a
hard pill to swallow.
The 'Birds, now 0-3 in Canada
West play this season, came into
Saturday's feature game of the
year as the heavy underdogs.
The departure of several key
players from last year's roster,
such as star quarterback
Michael O'Connor and all-star
wide receiver Trivel Pinto, has
hampered the 'Birds' new roster
severely.
After brutal losses to the
University of Regina Rams and
the University of Saskatchewan
Huskies in the opening two
games of the season, nobody
could have really expected the
Thunderbirds to be able to upset
the number-four ranked team in
the nation.
Except they almost did.
Maybe it was the atmosphere,
where even in soaking conditions
over 6,300 fans came out to cheer
on the Blue and Gold, but the
Thunderbirds were able to get off
to their best start of the season.
Defensive back Michael
Calvert blocked a punt by Dinos
kicker/punter Niko DiFonte
which rookie linebacker Mitchell
Townsend, a local recruit out of
North Vancouver, then picked
up and returned for a 17-yard
touchdown.
Not even two minutes into the
game, the Thunderbirds were
already up by seven against their
dreaded and more experienced
rivals.
While rookie quarterback
Tommy Yanchuk and the T-Birds
offence still struggled against
the fierce Calgary defence, they
were able to get close enough for
veteran kicker Garrin McDonnell
to knock back a 27-yard field goal
and then another 43-yarder to put

Thunderbirds head coach Blake Nill looks on during the Calgary Dinos' rout of his team at this year's Homecoming game.

the home team up an unexpected
13-0 lead.
At this point, the
Thunderbirds were still showing
clear signs of inexperience in
their offensive play, but their
defensive unit managed to keep
veteran Calgary quarterback
Adam Sinagra at bay.
That was until near the end
of the second half when the
Dinos marched straight back to
the T-Birds' end zone to score

Running back Sharique Khan is tackled by Calgary's defensive squad.

two back-to-back touchdowns
and take a 14-13 lead in the game
going into halftime.
At this point, the crowd
at Thunderbird Stadium was
excited.
The 'Birds were down by just a
single point going into the second
half and the upset of the century
seemed ever more like a real
possibility.
But with a struggling offence
and the defence starting to tire, it

would still take a miracle for the
Thunderbirds to pull off the win
and take the Homecoming crown.
That miracle never came.
The Dinos, led by Sinagra
and an unrelenting offensive
line, came back to score 23
unanswered points in the third
quarter alone.
It all began to unravel for the
Thunderbirds when on their
first possession of the quarter, a
Tommy Yanchuk pass bounced
off a T-Birds receiver and into the
hands of Calgary defensive back
Deane Leonard. The third-year
Dinos player returned for a 72yard touchdown that put Calgary
ahead with a score of 21-13.
The ensuing possession then
saw Garrin McDonnell's punt
blocked by Calgary running back
Alessandro Molnar, who put the
Dinos at the UBC five-yard line.
It didn't take long for Sinagra to
connect with receiver Nathanael
Durkan as Calgary scored another
touchdown to make it 28-13.
Calgary's defence had
made up for their previous
first-half blunders to keep the
Thunderbirds deep in their zone.
Right around the end of the third
quarter, the 'Birds yielded a safety
to the Dinos, giving the opposing
team two points to bring play to
the other side of the field.
It was a futile move because it
placed the 'Birds more than three
scores out of reach to Calgary
and the Dinos marched straight
back on the ensuing play to score
another touchdown and make it
37-13.
The fourth quarter started
and the weather was the only
thing worse than the performance

on the field. Fans outside of the
covered grandstand began to pour
out, leaving behind piles of empty
beer cans and food wrappers.
The Dinos came out to score
once more, making it a 44-13
game. Yanchuk's game was over
as second-year quarterback Gabe
Olivares took the helm for the
Thunderbirds.
The homegrown Chilliwack
player managed five completions
on ten attempts in the game for a
grand total of 33 yards.
Tommy Yanchuk managed
112 yards off 14 completions and
22 attempts. Calgary's Sinagra
on the other hand threw for 237
yards off 26 completions and 38
attempts which also included
four touchdown passes.
By the time the clock hit zero,
Calgary had put back another 35yard field goal to bring the score
to 47-13. The dozens of Dinos
fans in the top-right side of the
Thunderbird Stadium grandstand
cheered loudly as their team
walked off the field in victory.
If it wasn't apparent in
previous losses, head coach Blake
Nill's squad is deep in the midst
of a total rebuild. The team is top
heavy with underclassmen who
need to gain more experience and
learn to play with one another
while also learning the ropes
from the few veteran players left
and the coaching staff.
A tough order, even for a
distinguished coach like Nill, but
not an impossible one. The 'Birds
are not destined for greatness
this season, but with the proper
guidance they should be able to
return to contention in the next
few seasons. U
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- SFU 15
Birds boot Clan
in Shrum Bowl 88

By Doug Bryson

Defensive back Mark Nykolaichuk was the answer to
coach Frank Smith's prayers last night as a rookie laden TBird football team downed crosstownrival Clansmen 26-15 in
Saturday's annual Shrum Bowl action.
Nykolaichuk amassed four of five T-Bird sacks and the
game's only interception to lead an eager if inexperienced
defence on his way to earning the game's MVP honors.
The Clansmen drew first blood early after an opening play
with a 45-yard bomb from SFU quarterback Darren Trainor to
wide receiver Mazzolli. UBC's defence reeled but held strong
to deny two end zone pass attempts, and made the Clan settle
for a 15-yard field goal.
After a few stalled attempts, UBC returned with a strong
drive of their own, capped off by an 18-yard Mike Bellefontaine
field goal. Bellefontaine was a perfect 3 for 3 for field goals on
the day and displayed outstanding punting in the second half,
with three punts being downed inside the SFU 10-yard line.
The Clan returned Bellefontaine's booming punts an
average minus 7 yards, and were forced into poor field position
for the entire second half.
Quarterback Jordan Gagner turned in a less than perfect
performance with a total of 14 for 29, and 203 yards passing,
but with the talented receiving foursome of Tom Vlasic, Craig
Keller, Bellefontaine and Todd Wickman, and a little perseverance, he managed to carry the day.
The veteran Gagner, last year's Hec Creighton trophy
winner for the outstanding offensive player in Canada, received great protection from veteran front three interior line:men Kevin Clarke, Andrew Butschler, and Alan Jones. These
continued on page IS
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UBC, TransLink throw party for new bus exchange
Sarah Zhao
Contributor

On September 10, the completion
of the upgraded UBC Bus Exchange
was celebrated by TransLink and
UBC in an event that thanked
students for their patience during
the construction.
The new exchange is located
partially under the recently
completed Exchange student
residence. It comes with a new
layout designed to improve
passenger flow, upgraded lighting
and additional shelters, among
other new features. Representatives
from TransLink handed out vegan
chocolate cupcakes and some other
free goodies, like popsockets and
sunglasses, to students and other
UBC community members who
walked by. There was also a photo
booth with an accompaniment of
live music.
"It was a long time coming," said
Benson Chin, a marketing specialist
at TransLink who spoke with
The Ubyssey at the event. "A lot of
students that have been through
have said they've been waiting for
it and it runs a lot smoother than it
did in the past."
Brandon Forys, a UBC student,
has been commuting to campus for
a few years now, and he's excited
about the new bus loop, particularly
now that the construction is almost
finished.
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Brother may I have a loop";

"That has been a tremendous
inconvenience for a lot of us,
having to walk around," said
Forys. "[But] it's definitely a
definite improvement over all the
arrangements we've had in the
past."
Students are happy with the
new improvements, particularly
the separate drop-off and pick-up
areas that have improved the flow
of traffic and made the loop less

confusing to navigate.
"I think it's really really
beautiful," said Alex Li, a commuter
student. "I think they did a good
job building it... I don't know how
much it cost me in tuition, but I try
not to think about something like
that."
Vikram, a fifth-year student,
said that the feel of the exchange
had improved since his first year,
when they felt that the loop "always

looked really sketchy." Now, the
new loop is more accessible.
For Kyle, another fifth-year
student who has been commuting
on the 99 B-Line since his first year,
the transit experience as a UBC
student has had its ups and downs,
but this year has been great. Kyle
and Vikram hope that TransLink
will also try to reduce wait times
at peak hours by increasing the
frequency of the bus services.

Most students would like to see
a SkyTrain extension to UBC as the
next transit improvement.
"We're trying to expand the
system as much as we can," said
Chin.
"We're working on the line from
[Vancouver Community College]
to Arbutus, and it sounds like
there's a lot of interest in getting
the SkyTrain all the way to UBC, so
that might be the next step." M
'
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MOA celebrates 70th anniversary with open doors

3RIDGETCHASE

mportant photos and fancy gloves.
Bridget Chase
Contributor

In 1949, Harry and Audrey
Hawthorn stood in the
basement of the Main Library to
inaugurate UBC's new Museum
of Anthropology (MOA). On
September 14, MOA opened its
doors for free to all patrons for
its 70th anniversary open house
event.
The day was filled with

tours, hands-on activities and
opportunities to go behind
the scenes. While MOA is
usually busy with tourists and
the occasional school trip or
student group, the museum was
jam-packed with guests of all
ages. Delight was abundant as
children dragged their parents
through activities like the kids'
conservation lab, rope-bracelet
making in the Lab of Archaeology
and the oh-so-popular paper

puppet workshop. The occasional
child-free adult was even brave
enough to sit down and partake in
the activities themselves.
The rolling whir of the drawers
in the Multiversity Gallery acted
as the white-noise backdrop to
hushed excitement of visitors
sharing their findings. The
drawers, which hold hidden
treasures that MOA doesn't have
visible shelf space to display and
are usually given only minimal

love during normal days, were
being opened and closed with
vigor. "Look at this robe!" "Check
out these fish hooks!"
While countless objects and
artifacts sat waiting to be explored
in the normal gallery spaces, for
this special anniversary occasion
the museum staff also opened
up MOA's conservation lab and
collections storage facilities for
perusing.
In the conservation lab, Senior
Conservator Heidi Swierenga with
other staff and volunteers showed
visitors the difficult processes
that items at MOA go through.
Protecting them against different
insects, erosion and discolouration
takes a lot of biological and
chemical knowledge that
conservators at MOA specialize
in. For the average museum-goer,
however, it was pretty neat just
to see the fancy machinery and to
hear about it all in plain terms.
Over in the usually private
collections storage sit an
additional 28,000+ items, patiently
waiting their turn for public
display. Staff and collections
experts stood among the rows
of textile drawers, ready to
discuss the concealed beauties.
One staff member discussed the
fact that they were filling their
storage facilities far faster than
expected. She also spoke about
how it was a little-known fact
that items in MOA storage can be
explored online and how users
could actually submit requests to
personally view them.
After strolling through the

different exhibits, we ended
the day in the MOA Library and
Archives unit. One large monitor
hosted a "70 Years of MOA"
slide show, featuring digitized
photos from the early years of
the museum. A long table also
displayed posters from various
exhibits, as well as a box of
original photographs — only to
be looked at with fancy gloves, of
course. As silly as it might have
been, it felt special just to sit and
pull out photos at random, reading
the dates and imagining what it
must have been like when the
pictures were originally taken.
The fancy gloves really helped
with this.
MOA really does have
something for everybody. From
Ming Dynasty-era paintings to a
very accurate Kanye West puppet
(sans Yeezys), there is so much to
see. As the museum looks towards
its 100th anniversary, I can only
imagine how much more there
will be to explore in the coming
years. And while there were lots
of special anniversary festivities,
many people aren't aware that
much of what happened Saturday
at MOA happens every day. Any
day of the week, you can check
out tours, activities and even
opportunities to go behind the
scenes.
General admission is always
free for UBC students, staff,
faculty and all Indigenous
peoples. So ifyou missed the 70th
anniversary, don't worry — you
don't have to wait for the 100th to
see the magic at MOA. 1
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UBC Alum Stephanie Mills's
Perv Hunters is hilarious and
more at the Fringe Festival

Joji at Westward Musical Festival

= RINGE FESTIVAL

Perv Hunters follows best-friend police officers McNallyand Rick.
Katie Czenczek
Contributor

While most people try to steer
clear of their local pervert,
buddy-cop duo McNally, played by
Stephanie Mills, and Rick, played
by Emily Carlstrom, actively
seek them out in Perv Hunters.
Mills, who is a UBC engineering
grad, wrote and starred in the
65-minute play.
Yet there's more to this play
than simply throwing every
flasher inthe can.
Perv Hunters follows the
lives of McNally and Rick, selfproclaimed best friends who've
entered the police force for a
single task: to lock up any and
all perverts. The term pervert is
used loosely, where a mall-Santa
mooner is in the same criminal
camp as someone who likes to put
eyelashes on their cars.
The audience follows them on
their journey towards catching the
elusive Butt Photocopy Pervert,
who, as any good cop show goes, is
the person they least expected.
Despite having an actor back
out last minute, the performance
wasn't hindered at all, and if
anything, made it all the more fun
when they brought an audience
member on stage to interrogate
for suspected perviness.
It's silly, it's strange, but
the play somehow works? The
comedic timing of both the
writing and actors on stage made
the jokes hit and had the packed
audience rolling with laughter in
their seats.

The second half did lose some
of the punchy energy it had at the
beginning, but the actors were
able to get it back for the very
ending.
The buddy cops in particular
drove most of hilarity on stage,
but there were also two notable
supporting roles that stood
out. Both Dianne, a member
of Flashers Anonymous, and
the Hawaiian-shirt-wearing
Perv Patrol Sergeant were
excellent characters to add to the
ensemble.
What prevents Perv Hunters
from turning into a contest for
how many times someone can
say pervert in a play is that it
actually has a nice thread about
the dangers of police officers
dehumanizing their perps. Even
those who like the smell of hot
garbage on a summer day deserve
to be treated like people, which
the play does a great job of
highlighting without becoming
preachy.
Of course, the relationship
between Rick and McNally
also was earnest in the purest
definition of the word, making
the buddy cops easy to root for.
The story itself is admittedly
formulaic. The only real
character progression is when
McNally calms down a little
on the whole perv-hunting
obsession, but that's also a part of
why the play works.
Overall, ifyou leave Perv
Hunters without laughing at
least once, then you're probably a
pervert — and that's okay? ^
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Little Sprout brings the sweet, the uncanny
and the shocking to Westward Music Festival
Jasmyne Eastmond
Contributor

Before Little Sprout even touched
its instruments at its Westward
Music Festival performance at the
Biltmore Cabaret on September 12,
the band received a distant cheer
from those seated far from the
on-stage action. The cheer was a
response to singer Amie Gislason
casually stepping into the spotlight
after mingling throughout the
venue to greet the audience with a
meek "hi" and, much to everyone's
surprise and obvious approval, a
land acknowledgement.
"We are shy" — this single
sentence at the end of Little
Sprout's Bandcamp biography
helps in attempting to understand
the Vancouver-based trio. With
little to no information online and
the band's only officially released
music being a five-track self-titled
EP from 2017 and the recent single
"Carport," it is needless to say that
Little Sprout shuns the limelight.
Self-classified under the genre
"fuzzy pop rock," the melancholic
garage-pop/rock band consisting
of Gislason, drummer Sean Gordon
and bassist Reese Patterson
brought this complexly coy
persona to the Biltmore Cabaret.
The band performed a nine-song

set including many unreleased
pieces that can only be heard
live to a small, yet supportive,
audience.
Representative of the band's
botanical name, Little Sprout
started its Westward Music
Festival performance with a light,
whimsical and reserved piece that
ironically featured Gislason's airy
vocals repeatedly singing the line
"I don't wanna talk anymore."
However, the futuristic,
syncopated beats that followed
as the band played "Alien
Boyfriend," a track off of its EP,
quickly proved that no single
sound or genre can describe Little
Sprout's varied style.
Little Sprout experimented
with the uncanny. It established
a soothing atmosphere in the
intimate space of the Biltmore,
while also producing a collective
discomfort and ominous tension
over the crowd. Gislason switched
between vocal extremes, pairing
dramatically unexpected key and
tempo shifts with fluctuations
from airy, ethereal melodies to
heavy, thick and repulsive yells.
Audience members bounced
along to the easy-to-dance-to,
quirky rhythms of Little Sprout's
choruses but stood stunned
and unaware of how to react to

Singer Amie Gislason remained paradoxically captivating.

introspectively macabre verses as
seemingly innocent lyrics about
snacks of "honey on crackers and
cheese" quickly became cynically
dark pieces touching on themes
of depression, existentialism
and addiction. Many songs felt
unfinished and nascent, leaving
the crowd expecting more
after stunted, sudden endings
thematically reflective of the heavy
subject matter.

For the majority of the show,
Gislason remained paradoxically
captivating — her detached
stares and echoing howls eerily
distanced her from reality as she
seemed emotionless, apathetic and
uninterested. However, on spotting
a friend in the crowd Gislason
broke her stone-cold exterior as
she waved excitedly and went on
to tell stories of the elementary
school students she teaches,

COURTESY BRUNO MARTIN DEL CAMPC

giving her audience a glimpse
of the normal everyday identity
concealed beneath her band's
cool, calm and collected outward
persona.
Little Sprout shockingly ended
its set with an emotionally draining
screamo-infused pop song, leading
an overheard audience member
to say what everyone else was left
thinking: "Fuck the person who
hurt her." %
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GET TRAINED//

Mind Your Mind: Mental health training to reduce stigma
by the Mental Health Commission
of Canada. It teaches participants
about four categories of mental
health concerns: mood disorders,
substance related disorders,
anxiety and trauma as well as
psychotic disorders.
The goal of the training is to give
participants knowledge and tools
so they are better able to discuss
mental health with their loved
ones, friends, communities and
coworkers.
It's a two- day training and it's
totally worth it! Mental Health
First Aid is the perfect introductory
training for those who wish to
gain crisis first aid skills and help
reduce the stigma. UBC hosted a
Mental Health First Aid training
last summer for student leaders
and hopefully, they will again in the
near future!

= ILESTEPHANIEWL

These trainings have helped me become more aware and confident.
Daphnee Levesque
Mindfulness Columnist

One of the best ways to fight the
stigma around mental health is
by increasing your mental health
literacy through education. There
are a few mental health trainings
and programs that are targeted
towards the general population —
you don't have to be a professional
to attend. I have attended several
trainings over the years and I'm
grateful I had the opportunity to
not only learn more about mental

health, but also about ways to
support my loved ones who might
be struggling. In my experience,
these trainings have helped me
become more aware and confident,
and I am now equipped with tools
I can carry with me wherever I
go because mental health affects
everyone! Here are four programs I
would recommend for everyone.
MENTAL HEALTH FIRST AID

It's like first aid, but for mental
health! This training was created

QPR SUICIDE PREVENTION
TRAINING

This two-hour training is
internationally recognized as a
suicide prevention program. It
helps participants learn how to
Question, Persuade and Refer.
QPR certification contributes to
suicide awareness and prevention.
Participants first learn how to
recognize suicide-related warning
signs. Then, participants learn how
to approach someone who may be at
risk and how to persuade the person
to seek appropriate health services.
UBC offers QPR training for all
staff, students and faculty for free!

Ifyou are available to attend one of
their training session throughout
the year, I would highly recommend
it. I have done this training myself
and found it helpful, especially if
you have never received previous
training in suicide prevention.
Check out the Thrive website for
more information.
SAFETALK

SafeTalk is a half- day training that
also covers suicide awareness and
prevention. As their website states,
the training teaches participants
how to notice and respond to
situations where suicidal thoughts
might be present; recognize that
invitations for help are often
overlooked; move beyond the
common tendency to miss, dismiss
and avoid suicide; and apply the
TALK steps: Tell, Ask, Listen and
KeepSafe. The training will also
showcase community resources and
discuss how to connect someone
with thoughts of suicide to these
resources for further help.
All details can be found at the
LivingWorks website.
APPLIED SUICIDE
INTERVENTION SKILLS
TRAINING (ASIST)

Finally, ASIST is a two-day
workshop coordinated by
LivingWorks Education that
specifically addresses suicide.
This training is targeted towards
the general public, but a lot of the

participants are involved in the
mental health community or work
in an environment like college
campuses. As a peer facilitator, I took
this training with some of my peers
from UBC. Through this training, I
had the opportunity to reflect on my
own biases and attitudes towards
suicide; learn how to apply suicide
first aid to someone at risk; and gain
knowledge about the many resources
in our community.
For more info, check out ASIST
website.
Overall, I personally think
that those interested in mental
health trainings should complete
Mental Health First Aid with
an additional training in suicide
prevention. That way, you get
a basic frame of reference and
gain valuable skills that can
be applied in many situations.
Even though those trainings are
focused on helping other people,
I have found them to be helpful
in my own life. It's never too late
to learn something new, so even
though it sounds daunting, give it
a try!%
The authors of this column are not
mental health professionals. Ifyou
need additional support, please
contact Student Health Services,
Sexual Assault Support Centre and/
or the Wellness Centre. In case of an
emergency, call 911.
Ifyou have feedback or want
to see something covered in a
future Mind Your Mind, email
d.levesque@ubyssey.ca.

SafeCa m pusesBC.ca

SEX WITHOUT CONSENT IS RAPE,
Consent m u s t be voluntary - otherwise it's assault. Make campuses safe for everyone.
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A LIFE OF CRIME / /

How to not look at all shady when
selling all of your used textbooks
SALUTATION PROTOCOL

Anupriya Dasgupta
Contributor
It's mid-September and the add/
drop deadline is looming on the
horizon. You have finally settled
your classes and alas, dozens of
textbooks must be purchased. You
wander into the UBC Bookstore
feeling fear and sadness in your
heart. You peruse the aisles and
come across the physics textbook
you so desperately need, only to find
yourself aghast by its price. You are
broke.
"In this economy?!" you find
yourself exclaiming in horrified
astonishment. With a pained heart,
you exit the bookstore, clutching
your abdomen where the kidney
you are about to sell lies.
You then conclude: old textbooks
must be sold and new ones must
be bought from UBC Buy and Sell,
and in this mission, you will require
assistance.
To make sure you're not seen
as your distant aunt's nightmare,
carefully follow these instructions.
DRESS FOR THE JOB
The last thing you want to do

Once you have spotted your
customer/dealer, you must greet
them with a firm handshake, ask
them the code word to confirm the
deal, slip them the cash and secure
the product. Make sure to close
the deal with another handshake
and swear an oath on the river Styx
never to see them again. Oh, and
make sure they tell their friends
about your bio textbooks.
WADS OF CASH
You know how to not leave a paper
trail? Do NOT Interac e-Transfer!
Bring out that cash from your
previous book sales and slyly and
discreetly pass your dealer some
dough. Do NOT make eye contact
during this process.
You want to look as dignified as possible.
when going to a textbook deal is
look sketchy. You need your least
favourite dark grey hoodie and
make sure you keep the hood on
and hunch a little. Shove your hands
into your pockets as well. You want
to look as dignified as possible.
Additional notes: preferably the

ELIZABETH WANG

hoodie isn't a UBC one because,
well, you probably can't afford one.
TIME AND LOCATION
Meet in front of the bookstore? In
the Nest? Outside your sociology
class? Nah. Find one of the secluded

CHOMP

back alleys of the engineering block
or near the chem building, or even
better, agree to meet your dealer
somewhere you've never heard
of before like behind the Lasserre
building. Bonus points if it's raining
and it's dark. What, don't they teach
you this at Sauder?

NEVER SEE THEM AGAIN
If your customer/dealer is spotted
afterwards on Main Mall, on
Tinder or as your TA: abort
immediately.
Alternatively, you could, you
know, ask your friends for their old
textbooks. Sharing is caring. M
'

EAT FOR LESS.

Student
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FOOD & DRINK

at 30+ UBC food services locations.
Join before Oct 1, 2019 + get $10 bonus dollars*
Thousands of discounted meals, snacks & drinks. rv>*
For current UBC Students only.
Pre-pay by month, term or academic year & save 12%
Swipe your UBCcard to make purchases.
*Applicable to plans purchased September 17-30, 2019.
Not redeemable for cash.
'n accounts within"

food.ubc.ca/chomp

Save at:
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1. Future tulip:
5. Halt, salt!;
10. Rabble;

14. Sector;
15. As before;
16. Fulda tributary:
17. Old;
18. Standoffish;
19. Western pact;
20.
majesty;
21. Large computer;
23. Empty talk;
25. Up to now;
26. Venomous snake;
31. Spine-tingling;
35. Barcelona bear:
36. Minor mistakes;
38. Stiff bristles;
40. Rum-laced cake;
42. Happify;
44. Flower holder;
45. Hawthorne's birthplace;
47. Long Island town;
49. Dawson of the NFL;
50.Goddessoftillage;
52. Board game;
54. Moreover;
56. Common ID;
57 Penitent;
62. Sinclair rival;
66. Delude;
67 Lofty nest;
68. "Exodus" author Leon;
69.
to differ;
70. Singer Lopez;
71. Public walk;
72. Retainers;
73. Actor Quinn;
74. Apropos of;

DOWN
1. Ancient Semitic for "Lord":
2. Yen;
3. Wine sediment;
4. No-goodnik;
5. Water, facetiously;
6. TV handyman Bob;
7 Yours, in Tours;
8. Rocklike;
9. Candy;
10. Actress Sofer;
11. First man;
12. Lavish party;
13. To and
;
22. AAAsuggestions;
24. "I get it" responses;
26. Holds up;
27 Designer Mizrahi;
28. High-minded;
29. Leslie Caron role;
30. Sudden convulsion;
32. Prepare to drag;
33. Author Calvino;
34. Oil holder;
37 WWII battle site;
39. Start of a counting rhyme;
41.
Lingus (Irish carrier);
43. German physicist;
46. Distribute;
48. Notneg.;
51. Musical composition;
53. Soul;
55. Cheri of "Saturday Night Live"
57 Bumpkin;
58. Fencing sword;
59. Clothes-pins;
60. Dry as a bone;
61. JazzsingerSimone;
63. Ladies of Spain: Abbr.;
64. River sediment;
65. Kon-Tiki Museum site:
66. What's the
?;
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did you know that...
The benches on opposite sides of the Canadian Parliament are two
sword lengths (3.96 metres) apart so members can't stab one another.
— Pawan M.

Notice of Development Permit Application - DP 19027

Public Open House
Wesbrook Place Lot BCR 8 - Faculty & Staff Rental Housing
Join us on Thursday, September 19 to view and comment on the proposed faculty & staff rental
residential development on Lot BCR 8 in Wesbrook Place.
Date:

day, September-^, 2019

Place:

>rook Welcome Centre, 3378 Wesbrook Mall
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Representatives from the project team and Campus +
Community Planning will be available to provide
information and respond to inquiries about this project.

/ Subject

/
Dahlia
House
Cypress
House

Plans will be displayed for a 6-storey residential
building with 110 units and a total gross floor area of
9,575 m2. This project is targeting Passive House
certification.

Magnolia
House $
o

The public is also invited to attend the upcoming
Development Permit Board meeting for this project,
Nobel
House

Pine
House

Date/Time: October 9, 5:00 - 6:30PM
Location: Wesbrook Community Centre
3335 Webber Lane

Virtuoso

Lot 4

This event is wheelchair accessible

For further information:
Please direct questions to
Karen Russell, Manager, Development Services
karen.russell@ubc.ca 604-822-1586

Can't attend in person? Online feedback will be
accepted until September 26, 2019. To learn more
or to comment on this project, please visit:
planning, ubc.ca/vancouver/proiects-consultations

This notice contains important information which may affect you. Please ask someone to translate it for you.
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